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What do these 3 events have in common?





Sentiment analysis

the process of computationally identifying and 
categorizing opinions expressed in a piece of text, 
especially in order to determine whether the 
writer's attitude towards a particular topic, is 
positive, negative, or neutral.



More positive opinion for predicted these outcomes



Can we use sentiment analysis to 
predict safety outcomes?



Sentiment analysis – Safety Observations

can we computationally identifying and categorizing 
comments expressed in a safety observation, in order to 
determine whether the observers attitude towards safety 
is positive, negative, or neutral.



Academic studies (Scopus)

 Safety observations – 187 paper (6 useful)
The Safety Observer Effect (Alvero, 2008)

 Sentiment Analysis – 10,927 papers

 ZERO linking these two together



What next?

 A couple of mates with databases of Safety Observations

 Question: What do you do?

 Numbers game – this month we’re up or down

 Do you analyse the content? Nah!



I’ll do this myself? But I need a database!
 Richard Wall – CEO EMEX

 Global EHS Software service provider

 Organisations with over 500,000 SOCs

 Confidentialities in-place



Sentiment analysis criteria

1. Observation narrative

2. Leadership structure

3. Injury data

4. English



What positive, negative and neutral SO?
Used Python and the lexicon approach – positive and 
negative word list libraries

 Positive – “great to see a clear plan and well
communicated”

 Negative – “argued their lack of planning and poor
communication”

 Neutral – “identified a mistake in the plan. Team 
corrected immediately”



What did we find?
 Found a lot more negative sentiment than positive

 More “in the moment” safety observations than planned

 Individuals were consistent with their narrative

 One site was a rock star. Recorded observations, leaders 

with positive sentiment narrative, low injuries.

 Hard for find correlation – data structures 



What can we conclude?

 Not able to predict individual safety outcomes, yet.

 Returning a leadership narrative – who’s saying what, to 

who and how.



Reflections
 How effective are Safety Observations and how are you 

measuring it?

 Are we using Safety Observations as we intend? (Alvero, 

2008)

 What else does the narrative tell us? Effective messaging



Sentiment analysis – Safety Observations

the process of computationally identifying and 
categorizing comments expressed in a safety 
observation, in order to determine whether the 
observers attitude towards safety is positive, negative, 
or neutral.



Can we use Sentimental Analysis to predict safety opinions?



Contact Details

Linkedin profile – David Pope

Linkedin profile – Richard Wall EMEX



Thank you for listening

Any questions?





Next steps?

 EMEX is looking more closely at using Predictive 

Analytics for Behavioral Safety

 INumbers game – this month we’re up or down

 No analysis of the content
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